TO: DIRECTOR  
M.: MEXICO CITY  
ADD.: WH 8  

R.H.E. 0700562  
EGU INFO DIR CITE MEXI 7282  
REF TEGU 5212 (NO 45 19)  

1. SVLUCK-I MET 6 DECEMBER PER PLAN. ALL PCH MEMBERS DEPORTED  
MEXICANS STILL MEXI. DEPENDING OUTCOME TALKS WITH PCH LEADERS MEXI,  
AGENT WILL KNOW FUTURE PLANS FOR TRAVEL PERUVIAN OR BEYOND.  

2. SV TRAINING TO BE GIVEN PER PLAN.  

S.R.C.G.S.  

C/S COMMENT: AGENT WILL BE GIVEN SV TRAINING PER REF MEXI 7233 (IN 72141).
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EQU INFO DIT CITE HENI 7282

REF TEGO 9212 (74-574519)

1. SVLUCW-1 NET 6 DECEMBER PER PLAN. ALL FCH MEMBERS DEPORTED
HONDURAS STILL HENI. DEPENDING OUTCOME TALKS WITH FCH LEADING HENI
AGENT WILL KNOW FUTURE PLANS FOR TRAVEL BARRI EN OR BEYOND.

2. SV TRAINING TO BE GIVEN PER PLAN.

S.R.C.R.E.

C/3 COORDIN. AGENT WILL BE GIVEN 9/7 TRAINING PER REF HENI 7233 (IN 7331).
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